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SPECTRALOCK™ PRO UNVEILED
LATICRETE International is introducing an improvement to its revolutionary SpectraLOCK Grout with the
new SpectraLOCK PRO.
SpectraLOCK PRO offers the same high performance, color uniformity, durability, stain resistance and ease
of use of the original SpectraLOCK epoxy grout. New breakthrough technology has allowed LATICRETE to
produce a superior grade SpectraLOCK Grout providing leading edge performance to owners, architects,
designers and contractors.
“Our original SpectraLOCK grout received an excellent response from the industry and homeowners,” said
Kathleen Scranton, Director, Creative Services at LATICRETE. “Through recent breakthroughs, we have
been able to make many improvements to making the installers’ jobs even easier.”
Improvements in SpectraLOCK PRO include improved workability in hot weather, longer working time (80
minutes), increased stain and chemical resistance and reduced haze potential. PRO meets ANSI 118.3
performance requirements.
"SpectraLOCK PRO is even easier to mix than the original," said Jeff Graveline, Product Manager for
LATICRETE. "PRO also has improved physical properties, making the tilework's grout joints stronger and
more durable. It has also been optimized for installations in a wider range of areas including wall and narrow
joint applications, totally eliminating the need for additives."
LATICRETE SpectraLOCK PRO Grout is offered in the same color palette as original SpectraLOCK utilizing
40 lifestyle colors and five Dazzle combinations. Dazzle is an exciting new look that includes metallics,
mother-of-pearl, and glow-in-the-dark components that can be blended with LATICRETE SpectraLOCK PRO
Grout to produce the most unique effects.
LATICRETE International is a global leader in the manufacture of environmentally responsible tile and stone
installation systems. Produced and available in major population centers worldwide, the LATICRETE brand
is known, respected and trusted for industry leading innovation and superior technical support.
Comprehensive LATICRETE and industry information can be found at: www.laticrete.com. For additional
information and answers to your unique installation or application questions contact support@laticrete.com
or (800) 243-4788 ext 235 (in USA), or (203) 393-0010, ext 235 (outside USA). LATICRETE® is a registered
trademark of LATICRETE International, Inc.

